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FAQ 49
(July 31, 2007

49.1
Q:

Did Lillian Lenorak tell the DA that she committed perjury to help Dr.
Hodel? What ever happened to Dr. Ballard and his assistant Charles Smith,
who were arrested for performing the abortion on Dr. Hodel’s daughter?
I refer you to FAQ XI (11) for full explanation and actual copy of the original
Lillian Lenorak/Officer Mary Unkefer letter.
From statements made by Lt. Jemison in the DA FILES, we know that he
interviewed Lillian Lenorak and “she positively identified photographs of Elizabeth
Short as an acquaintance of Dr. George Hodel.” Most of the fourteen (14) Hodel
witness interviews are “missing” from the DA files, including critical statements
made to detectives by the following individuals: Dr. George Hodel (brought in and
interviewed at the Hall of Justice, on 2/18/50), Tamar Hodel, Lillian Lenorak, Fred
Sexton, Ellen Taylor (Hodel’s girlfriend/maid), Mattie Comfort (who also identified
Elizabeth Short as being acquainted with Dr. Hodel), and other named Hodel
witnesses/associates.
As follow-up to that I am here attaching a copy of an original document from the
DA HODEL FILE. To my knowledge Sgt. Bentley’s note (below) to Lt. Sullivan
has never previously been made public. From the letter’s date (2/24/50) we
know that it was written just six days after the installation of the electronic
surveillance at Dr. Hodel’s Franklin House. The letter establishes a number of
important points:
•

Establishes that George Hodel was keeping close watch on Lillian
Lenorak and having friends/associates contact relatives to obtain
information and find out what she was telling authorities.

•

Independently verifies and confirms witness Joe Barrett’s 1999
statements to me that Lt. Walter Sullivan was actively working the Hodel
case with Lt. Frank Jemison. It also confirms the approximate time period
when Joe claimed he was picked up at work and brought into the DA’s
office at which time Lt. Sullivan insisted he be an “informant” for the DA,
since he was living at Dr. Hodel’s Franklin House. (Barrett’s statements to
me were made and documented four years before we knew the DA files
existed.)

•

Further independently establishes the fact that Lillian Lenorak was in total
fear of George Hodel and supports her allegation that Dr. Hodel had
threatened “to do away with her son “if she talked to DA or police.”
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County of Los Angeles
Office of the District Attorney
Hall of Justice
Los Angeles 12
Lt. Walter Sullivan:

24/Feb/50

I got a phone call from our friend
Mrs. Hamilton (Lenorak’s mother)
She just wanted to let me know that Jack Usher has
been bothering her by phone. Jack wants to know where
Lillian Lenorak is. Usher stated that Dr. Hodel had called
him and told Usher that Karroum (dancer) had just told
Hodel some of the things that Lillian had said about Hodel
at the Lunacy Hearing and Hodel wanted Usher to find out
more about it.
Usher made this call on Feb. 22, 1950.
Hamilton also said that immediately after she arrived home
from the Lunacy Hearing Jack Usher phoned her and wanted to
know about the hearing. Hamilton felt that someone at the
hearing contacted him.
Also Hamilton stated Joe & Karrom completely denied
promising anything in way of contracts etc. to Lenorak. Joe
& Karrom also completely exonerated the Dr. at the hearing.
Also Hamilton stated that Lenorak at the hearing
stated she was afraid to run away from the place because
Hodel threatened to do away with the boy if she left.
Walt, you may already have all this information but
nevertheless here it is for what it is worth.
Sorry to have missed you. I had to come down for a
G.T. trial in Municipal Court Div 12. Judge Adams. Quite a
girl.
Anything else you need, just whistle.
Sgt. Bill Bentley

(SKH NOTE- This is a typed copy of Bentley’s 2pg handwritten letter,
which I have prepared for easier readability. Below is the original as
it appears in the DA FILE.)
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Dr. Francis Ballard and Charles Smith-

(Tamar Hodel’s abortion)

George Hodel was arrested on Oct. 6, 1949 by LAPD for charges of sexual molestation
and incest with his 14-year-old daughter, Tamar. More arrests quickly followed.
Just five days later (Oct. 11) LAPD Juvenile officers arrested Dr. Francis Ballard, a
prominent Beverly Hills physician, along with his “personal assistant”, Charles Smith.
The arrest was based on information and investigation performed by detectives and
submitted directly to the DA’s office.
(SKH Note-This was unusual, as abortion arrests were normally investigated by LAPD’s
Gangster Squad. The 1949 grand jury at the time of this arrest was actively investigating
several members of that unit (LAPD Gangster Squad) for corruption. They had learned
that several detectives were receiving payoffs from a group of L.A. physicians (both
chiropractors and M.D.’s) and in exchange for money, were “protecting” those doctors. In
effect the physician members inside the abortion ring, who made weekly payoffs, were
allowed to perform abortions without fear of arrest.)
It is possible/probable that Dr. Ballard was one of the Gangster Squads” protected
doctors,” however, since the arrest (like that of Dr. Hodel) came from outside the
Gangster Squad by Juvenile Detectives, it was most likely already filed with the DA
before the powers that be inside the Gangster Unit could exercise their authority and
“make it simply go away.” Too late. Dr. Ballard & Charles Smith were already sucked
into The System. The wheels were already set in motion, and they would have to go
through the motions, and hopefully their “internal connections” would be able to get the
charges dismissed.
•

October 11, 1949- Dr. Ballard & Charles Smith arrested for performing an abortion on
Tamar Hodel in September, 1949.

•

October 18, 1949- LAPD detectives testified in court to the facts of the case and both
defendants are “held to answer” at a Municipal Court Preliminary Hearing and bound over
to Superior court for trial.

•

January 17, 1950- Superior Court Trial. LAPD detectives and DA prosecutor present
their evidence and rest their case. Defense attorneys call Lillian Lenorak to testify and
she perjures herself before the court. Lillian testifies that, “She was present when Tamar
was brought for treatment to Dr. Ballard’s office.” She further testifies, “That yes, Charles
Smith was there too, but no abortion was performed.” Based on Lillian’s testimony, the
judge finding reasonable doubt, gives a finding of “not guilty.”

•

January 18-20, 1950 (approx) Lillian Lenorak, guilt ridden and in a state of intense anger,
goes to Dr. Hodel’s Franklin residence, and obtains his rifle and awaits his return. She
then threatens “to kill him” and informs him “he must pay for what he has done.” She is
“talked down” and or possibly overpowered by Dr. Hodel. She is then drugged, and an
“attempt suicide” is staged where George Hodel superficially cuts her wrist and then calls
her mother to come and pick her up or “he will call police and have her taken into
custody.” Officer Mary Unkefer drives down from Santa Barbara to Franklin residence
and returns Lillian to Ventura County. (See Unkefer letter for full details.)
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•

Late January or Early February, 1950- DA investigators Jemison & Sullivan contact Lillian
Lenorak and receive information that George Hodel dated Elizabeth Short and Lenorak
positively identifies Elizabeth’s photograph for detectives. It is probable that Lenorak also
advises DA investigators of Dr. Hodel’s connections to Dr. Francis Ballard and Charles
Smith.

•

February 18, 1950- Intensive investigation on Dr. George Hodel as Dahlia suspect
begins with electronic installation and surveillance of Franklin House, along with physical
surveillance of George and Dorothy Hodel. 18 detectives assigned 24/7 for next six
weeks.

•

March 14, 1950- DA investigations in contact with San Francisco DA Edmund G. “Pat”
Brown re. “Hodel’s friend, abortionist Charles Smith.” Begin collecting info on Smith.

•

March 20, 1950- DA investigators Jemison and Morgan interview Charles Smith’s
girlfriend, Mildred Bray and get damning information re. Smith’s threats to cut and torture
Tamar along with her being present in his car outside the Franklin House, when Smith
received a $1,000 + payoff on Dec. 29, 1949, only five days after Dr. Hodel’s trial and
“acquittal” for the incest charges.

Here are Mildred Bray’s verbatim statements as found in DA FILES:
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LOS ANGELES TIMES ARTICLES DR. BALLARD/CHARLES SMITH
Oct 11, 1949

Oct 18, 1949

Jan 18, 1950
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Dr. Francis Ballard, like Dr. George Hodel, was clearly a prominent Los Angeles physician. Both
men discreetly treated and doctored to the rich and famous. The “pecking order” or ladder-ofpower in late 1940s and early 1950s Los Angeles went something like this:
3)
2)
1)

Politicians
Law Enforcement
Film Studio Executives

Studio execs were omnipotent. They were the top rung had most of the money and ran the city.
If you were a physician employed by the studio execs to care for and treat their stars, (their
money) you too had their power. Dr. Francis C. Ballard was and did. Here is an interesting story
featuring Dr. Ballard as personal physician to actress Judy Garland and spokesman for MGM that
ran in the L.A. Times on June 21, 1950, just two months after his abortion charges were
“dismissed” and went away:
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